Lenovo launches A7000

ST CORRESPONDENT

Pune: Lenovo on Tuesday launched the A7000 smartphone in India, pricing it at Rs 26,999. 

The 4G supported smartphone will be available from April 15 exclusively via Flipkart and qeek online. Cellulat will also sell the phone at a price of Rs 24,999 on Sony Ericsson.

At Lenovo, we are committed to providing cutting edge technology looking for a trendy and powerful phone loaded with features and at an affordable price, said Sudhakar Mathur, Director, Lenovo. The A7000 is expected to be available for Rs 24,999.

NASA, IBM to hold 'Space App Challenge'

New York: NASA has joined hands with IBM, an industry leader in computer technology, to offer the Space App Challenge 2015, which will take place in April, said the space agency.

NASA is the leading provider ofEarth from geospatial technology and IBM is leading provider of cloud computing services. The challenge is open to anyone with a creative idea that can help solve issues around space exploration and related goals.

The challenge will be held simultaneously in over 20 locations worldwide, attracting over 10,000 participants from all over the world.

The main purpose of the contest is not only to come up with some creative solutions to real world problems, but also to simply encourage innovative thinking, entrepreneurial thinking and the joy of programming among the participants.

The main theme of the challenge is to use the vast trove of Earth data, climate, environment and others to take on the moon and other space missions.

Microsoft unveils two smartphone models

Bangalore: Global software major Microsoft on Tuesday rolled out two models of its smartphones under Lumia series, smartphone with a quad-core processor and Microsoft Mobile Headset Nokia.

The phones are made for users looking for a device with more flexibility to switch between work and play and are launching in two models – Lumia 640 XL and Lumia 430 – for the Indian and global markets.

Both devices offer a choice of screen sizes and camera capabilities.
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